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TABLE A.1 Countries and Their Financial System Characteristics, Averages, 20082010 Financial institutions Financial markets (Stock market capitalization + outstanding Market capitalization out of private debt securities)/ the top 10 largest companies (%) GDP (%). Private credit to GDP (%).

Afghanistan Albania Algeria Andorra Antigua and Barbuda Argentina Armenia Aruba Australia Austria Azerbaijan Bahamas, The Bahrain Bangladesh Barbados Belarus Belgium Belize Benin Bermuda Bhutan Bolivia Bosnia and Herzegovina Botswana Brazil Brunei Darussalam Bulgaria Burkina Faso Burundi Cambodia Cameroon.

Documents Similar To Global Financial Development Report 2013 - Statistical Appendix. The Albanian economy has embarked on a dynamic catching-up process. Since 1998 real GDP growth has amounted to 7% on average, and registered unemployment has been decreasing continuously since 2000, now standing below the level of some of Albania's neighboring countries. Progress toward price stability, an important monetary policy objective, has also been substantial. The Albanian lek (ALL) has been appreciating against the euro in nominal as well as in real terms, and the deficit-to-GDP ratio has been decreasing.Ð "inproceedings{Schautzer2005AlbaniaC, title={Albania : Country Profile and Recent Economic Developments 1}, author={Anton Schautzer}, year={2005} }. Anton Schautzer. Published 2005. Statistical Appendix The Statistical Appendix presents historical data as well as projections. It comprises six sections: Assumptions, Whatâ€™s New, Data and Conventions, Classification of Countries, Key Data Documentation, and Statistical Tables. The assumptions underlying the estimates and projections for 2013â€“14 and the medium-term scenario for 2015â€“18 are summarized in the first section. The second section presents a brief description of the changes to the database and statistical tables since the April 2013 issue of the World Economic Outlook. The third section provides a general description of the World Economic Outlook. Vol II. Summary and Country Tables includes comprehensive data for 138 countries, as well as summary data for regions and income groups. Ð These are the themes and concerns of this year's edition of Global Development Finance. Vol I. Analysis and Statistical Appendix reviews recent trends in financial flows to developing countries. Vol II. Summary and Country Tables includes comprehensive data for 138 countries, as well as summary data for regions and income groups."